Protect everyone.  
One adjustable suit for multiple sizes.

Designed with input from tactical officers for every officer, our revolutionary adjustable gear protects your entire team. With TacCommander™, your officers will be better protected, have more flexibility and maneuverability all with increased comfort. Better yet, you won't have the hassle of sizing each individual as you have to do with our leading competitor’s tactical system. Outfit everyone at an affordable price.

TacCommander™  
- Shoulder plates have extended neck protection to guard against injury.
- Included 10” x 12” blunt force trauma plates (front & back) can be removed and replaced with ballistic plates.
- Integrated straps to hold your radio.
- MOLLE System (front & back) on 45-degree angle for easy access to gear.
- Front & rear officer assist straps with reflectors to remove fallen officers quickly.
- Included duty belt that can be used for your gear, or replaced with your own belt.
- Two shelves on each thigh plate to rest your body shield.
- Patented hammock system in knees and elbow for shock absorption and comfort.
- Foot protection straps around bottom of footwear to ensure an extra secure fit.
- Whole suit is connected from foot to neck.

Leading Competitor  
- Limited neck protection.
- Competitor’s blunt force protection on the torso cannot be removed or upgraded.
- Lacks straps to hold your radio.
- Lacks a feature to remove officers quickly.
- No MOLLE System included for attaching additional gear.
- Belt is integrated into hip & thigh protection and cannot be removed or used for mounting duty gear.
- No feature here to help remain protected.
- Only hard shell for protection.
- Foot protection is unsecured.
- Whole suit is not interconnected.

US and International Patents Pending